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Field work associated with the Dry Valley Drilling
Project in 1972-1973 took place from late January to
February 24, 1973. Two holes were drilled in volcanic
rocks at McMurdo to depths of 201.5 meters and 179.4
meters below the drilling platforms. The first hole was
drilled on the flanks of Twin Craters at a surface eleva-
tion of 70 meters; the second, next to the earth science
laboratory on the flanks of Observation Hill at an ap-
proximate elevation of 43 meters. Both holes were
drilled in permafrost, but neither was drilled completely
through it.

From preliminary temperature measurements made in
hole 1, the base of the permafrost may lie 300 to 350
meters below sea level. For the most part, the core re-
trieved from the holes consists of basalt flows in the
upper portions of the holes, with ice lenses up to one-

half meter thick, and pyroclastics in the lower portions.
The entire core from hole 1 is in a freezer at Northern

Illinois University, where the temperature is maintained
at a constant —23°C. Core recovery for hole 1 was 99
percent. About half (82.4 linear meters) of the core
from hole 2 was shipped unfrozen to Northern Illinois
University. This core consists of massive, nonporous
basalts that did not contain ice lenses. The rest (89
linear meters) remains in freezers at about —20°C. at
McMurdo and will be shipped to the United States dur-
ing the 1973-1974 field season. Core recovery in hole
2 was 97.4 percent.

Projects relating to the Dry Valley Drilling Project
are described in the following short reports and in the
report on p. 211-214 of this issue.
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During the 1972-1973 austral field season the Dry
Valley Drilling Project drilled two feasibility holes in
the volcanic rocks of Ross Island. The holes were near
McMurdo Station to minimize logistics problems and
were drilled to test the rig and acquaint the drillers
with the equipment. Within this framework, the holes
were located to maximize scientific returns.

Geologically, the locations are important because the
cores provide subsurface data and samples of a major
undersaturated, alkaline volcanic province that stretches
from the Balleny Islands in the north through the Hal-
lett, Melbourne, and Erebus subprovinces of the Ross
Sea area to Mount Early and Mount Saltonstall in the

Mount Weaver area. This discontinuous line of Cenozoic
volcanism marks the approximate and present topo-
graphic front of the Transantarctic Mountains and may
be a zone of fundamental tensional fracturing of con-
tinental rocks on a grand scale.

The geology of the Ross Island area has been discussed
most recently by Cole et al. (1968 and 1971), Kyle and
Treves (1973), and Treves (1965, 1967, 1968a, 1968b,
1969, 1970, 1971a, 1971b, and 1972). These reports
and the earlier excellent paper by Smith (1954) indicate
that the rocks of the Ross Island subprovince are pri-
marily undersaturated alkaline basalts (basanites) and
trachytes (phonolites) that range in age from 15 mil-
lion years to the present. They further indicate that Hut
Point Peninsula, the site of the drill holes, consists pri-
marily of basalt and trachyte that occurs as volcanic vents
and flows.

Hole 1 was drilled on the southern flank of Twin Cra-
ter, an extinct volcano; 196.54 meters of permafrost core
were recovered and geologically logged. The recovery
rate was 99 percent. Ice occurred throughout the core.
Examination of the core showed 41 lava flows, 9
pyroclastic units, 2 agglomerates , and 2 paleosols (?).
These geologic units were described as 51 stratigraphic
units and interpreted to represent 5 eruptive sequences.

Four of the eruptive sequences consist of units that re-
semble surface units associated with local vents. Because
of this relationship and the inferred genetic relation-
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ship, these four sequences were named for local vents.
From youngest to oldest, the sequence is—
(1) Twin Crater sequence 29.79 meters thick; consisting of

14 lava flows, primarily aphyric
basalts, and one paleosol (?).

(2) Half Moon Crater 51.83 meters thick; consisting of
sequence .............................. 11 lava flows, primarily hornblende

basalts, a paleosol (?), and a pyro-
clastic unit.

(3) Observation Hill Se- 6.38 meters thick; consisting of
quence .................................... a single flow (?) of trachyte.

(4) Crater Hill sequence 58.20 meters thick; consisting of
15 lava flows, primarily olivine-
augite basalts, and seven pyro-
clastic units.

(5) Hut Point Peninsula 50.34 meters thick; consisting of
pyroclastic sequence ... pyroclastic rocks, tuff, and volcanic

breccia, in part palagonitic.

The Hut Point Peninsula pyroclastic sequence, unlike
the younger sequences, is not recognized at the surface
in the Ross Island area.

Hole 2 was drilled on the northwest flank of Observa-
tion Hill immediately northeast of the earth science lab-
oratory; 171.38 meters of core was recovered and geo-
logically logged. The recovery rate was 98 percent. Ex-
amination showed 13 flow units and 4 pyroclastic
units. These 17 geologic units were assigned to 3
eruptive sequences, 2 of which resemble surface flows
associated with local vents. From youngest to oldest, the
eruptive sequences are—
(1) Half Moon Crater 71.85 meters thick; consists of

sequence .............................. eight lava flows, primarily horn-
blende basalts, and one pyroclastic
unit.

(2) Crater Hill sequence 85.48 meters thick; consists of
five lava flows, primarily olivine-
augite basalts and one pyroclastic
unit.

(3) Hut Point Peninsula 14.15 meters thick; consists of tuff
pyroclastic sequence ... and volcanic breccia, in part pala-

gonitic.

The cores contain paleosols (?), lapilli agglomerates,
secondary minerals, and abundant ice. These special fea-
tures of the cores should aid in the reconstruction of en-
vironmental and geologic history of the area. The paleo-
sols (?) may represent long periods of time and may
yield information about weathering.

Lapilli agglomerates occur in the Crater Hill sequence
of hole 1. The lapilli are rounded, which probably indi-
cates some handling by water.

Secondary minerals, like zeolites, calcite, and mirabi-
lite, occur throughout the core in scoriaceous zones, on
the walls of ice-filled cavities, in vesicles, on joints, and
in the interstices of pyroclastic units. The occurrence of
these minerals in these relatively young rocks, less than
15 million years old, is complicated in that these rocks
probably accumulated under conditions of aridity and
coldness even more severe than exist today. The exact
identification of the zeolite and the other secondary

minerals, their paragenesis, and zonal (if any) distri-
bution should be helpful in reconstructing the posterup-
tive environment and history of the individual units of
the area.

Mirabilite crystals occur abundantly at 23 meters in
an ice-filled cavity in hole 2, and possibly throughout
the rocks in holes 1 and 2. Mirabilite also occurs
abundantly at the surface where it, at least in part,
appears to be a residue left from evaporating snow.
Its appearance in the core may be important in under-
standing the origin of the ice and the chemistry of the
waters that reacted with the rocks to produce the
secondary minerals.

Ice occurs throughout the cores wherever openings in
the rocks occur. It occurs as a cement in the pyroclastic
rocks, as vesicle fillings, along joints, and in the cavi-
ties of the scoriaceous tops and bases of the flows. The
chemistry of the ice may indicate its age and origin
and will bear importantly on ideas and possible modes
of origin of the hydrologic system and the environment
in which the secondary minerals formed.

A tentative correlation of the units of holes 1 and 2,
based on sequential relationships, surface geology, and
lithologic similarity, is presented in Treves and Kyle
(1973). The correlation strongly reflects the ideas
of stratigraphic succession and the geologic history of
Hut Point Peninsula (Kyle and Treves, 1973) that were
formulated from an evaluation of the surface geology,
radiometric dates, paleomagnetic data, and geomorphic
criteria. These data suggest that the geologic history and
events indicated by the rocks penetrated are probably—

(1) Twin Crater volcanism
(2) Half Moon Crater volcanism
(3) Eruption of the Observation Hill trachyte
(4) Crater Hill volcanism
(5) Hut Point Peninsula volcanism

Evaluation of the core data raises some questions
about the surface geology and suggests that alternative
correlations are possible and perhaps even more prob-
able. The problems and alternative correlations and
interpretations are discussed in Treves and Kyle
(1973).

More precise correlations will be possible after
planned studies of the petrography, petrology, geo-
chemistry, geochronology, and paleomagnetism are under-
taken.

The authors were the New Zealand and U.S. Dry
Valley Drilling Project site geologists. Kyle was sup-
ported by Victoria University, the University Grants
Committee, and the New Zealand Antarctic Research
Program. Treves was supported by the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln and National Science Foundation
grant GV-36950.
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Secondary minerals from
Dry Valley Drilling Project holes
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Secondary minerals in selected samples from Dry
Valley Drilling Project holes 1 and 2 on Ross Island
vere examined by X-ray diffraction methods and micro-
copic examination supplemented by use of an infrared
pectrometer and an electron microprobe at the New
ealand Geological Survey. Identification of these mm-
rals can provide information regarding the late geo-
ogic history of Ross Island. Three rock samples from
iole 1 and eight from hole 2, ranging in length from

20 to 70 millimeters, were selected for study by the site
geologists, S. Treves and P. Kyle, because of their
megascopic secondary minerals. Two salt samples sep-
arated from ice crystals found in the cores were also
identified.

Secondary minerals in shallow samples have been
formed mainly by deposition on fracture surfaces and
vesicle walls and not by replacement of primary min-
erals. The two deepest samples, however, contain sec-
ondary minerals formed both by direct deposition and
by replacement of primary minerals. The only sample
(hole 2 at 91.15 meters) examined from a pyroclastic
unit contains the greatest quantity of secondary min-
erals, possibly reflecting this unit's greater permeability.

Of the minerals identified, clay (montmorillonite?)
probably formed by incipient chemical weathering of
basalts (see Claridge, 1965), and cristobalite may be
a late-stage crystallization product of the lavas.

The secondary minerals fall into four groups:
Group i. Textural evidence supports that these are the

oldest secondary minerals. They occur only in the
deepest samples (hole 2 at 140.43 meters), and are
found in several irregular, pale yellow bands, between
0.5 and 3.0 millimeters wide, that cut fresh, gray-
brown basalt. In these bands, the pyroxene phenocrysts
have been partly replaced by iron oxide and the ground-
mass partly by leucoxene. Accessory yellow andradite
garnet within the bands may be either secondary or
a crystallization product of the basalt; but textural evi-
dence shows that it formed late. This group of sec-
ondary minerals probably formed by gases discharged
from the cooling basalt that moved along joints and
altered the constituents of adjacent rocks.

Group 2. This group consists of K-feldspar, chaba-
zite, and thaumasite. K-feldspar occurs both in the
groundmass and as thin veinlets in the deepest samples.
Chabazite (CaA19Si 40 1 296H 9O) lines fractures and
vesicles, and apparently was deposited later than the K-
feldspar. Both are overlain locally by thaumasite. K-
feldspar and chabazite are common hydrothermal min-
erals, and the latter, a low-silica zeolite, typically is
found in altered basalts and andesites. Thaumasite
(CaSiO 5 .CaCO 3.CaSO4.1 5H9O) is rare and unusual.
The deposition of thaumasite in these cores compares
with its occurrence as a late-stage mineral associated with
zeolites in basic rocks at Paterson, N.J., Plattensee,
Hungary, and County Down, Northern Ireland (Knill,
1960).

Group 3. This group includes northupite (MgCO.
NaCO.NaC1), gaylussite (CaCO36Na2CO305H20),
thermonatrite (Na9CO.HO) and thenardite (NaSO4)
but probably initially mirabilite (Na 2SO 4.10H 20). Some
calcite should also be included in this group. With the
exception of calcite, these minerals occur above a depth
of 32 meters as efflorescent salts deposited onto vesicle
walls and fracture surfaces. Possibly the carbonate salts
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